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EDITORESS

Well, when it rains, it pores. Especially in Holland. Springtime is
not a time for cozily staying in bed and reading, but you got
inspired now and not for the last issue. Yes, it’s all your fault, but I
hope you keep it this way, for it makes this newsletter more like
what I initially intended it to be: a forum for communication. Last
year, I intended to publish the articles I receive into a separate edition called EuroFaerie Fiction (this one is called Facts), but it looks
like that won’t be necessary, for I’ve been including your articles
all along (they are so timely). Plus, as most of you are aware, this
is my second to last issue—starting July 1st, I’ll be retiring as the
Editoress and as the Benevolent Dictator of the EuroFaeries (my
new title, which I absolutely love, given to me
by Nuff at the Millennium Gathering). But
more on that in the next newsletter.

I refer to your editorial in the last issue of eff where you quoted John Bellamy of the Gay Spiritual Group in London and
add some thoughts to his discussion.

Back to this issue. I wish that I could
have included more photos of the
Millennium Gathering, but there simply
wasn’t enough room. However, in the
News & Announcement Section, you’ll find
two www links which will lead you to more photos. For now,
I hope that Tinkerbell’s texts will give the ones who came to the
gathering some memories of our experiences and the ones
who couldn’t make it at least a glimpse into the event. It was
a great gathering! I’m proud to have worked so hard to make
it happen. As an organizer, it was a great gathering to retire
with. Thanks to all who came and made it happen. Stay in
touch and don’t forget to stay KuLOVly.
Benevolent Dictator of the EuroFaeries

O U T- S TA N D I N G E U R O F A E R I E S
Stichting EuroFaeries is grateful to the following faeries,
who’ve contributed a higher-than-usual membership
donation. We encourage all of you to follow in their highheels, whenever it’s financially possible. Thank you girls!

THAN
KYOU
Robert:

Goddess-To-Be-Faerie,
f 250,00

Jan Hendrik:

Rhinestones-Winged Faerie,
f 100,00

Frank:

Rhinestones-Winged Faerie,
f 100,00

He made the following points: The Gregorian Calendar which
we use is out of sync with the Mayan calendar. The Mayan
calendar is based on a woman's menstrual cycle. This coincides with the moon's cycles and is therefore "of Nature". The
Gregorian Calendar which we use, not being based on the
moon's cycles, is not in tune with nature. And so our thoughts
have given rise to energy and forms that have screwed up the
energies of the planet.
I believe, with respect, that this is screwed up
thinking! The Gregorian Calendar is based
on the movement of the earth around the
sun—near enough 365 days. A day is
measured by the earth's rotation about it's
own axis with reference to the sun. The
sun's influence on the earth is immensely
powerful: without it's warmth and light nothing
could grow and nature as we know it would die. The earth's
movement can't be out of tune with nature! The participating elements in this scheme are the Earth and the Sun so, if we are to
get into Gender Symbolism, one is Masculine and the other
Feminine. Both Masculine and Feminine principles are therefore
inevitably included.
My points: 1) there is nothing wrong with our calendar. It's a
scheme. 2) it doesn't really matter what calendar we use. Time
passes just the same and events (like spring, summer, autumn,
winter and the phases of the moon) come round again and
again in regular cycles. These are worth celebrating and we
have always done so. New Year represents one of these cycles
and so do groups of 1,000 years. OK, there are certain dates
that refer to events of cultural, mythological, political, even personal significance. There's nothing wrong with that, nor in that
they might have significance for different people in different
(or the same) places and at different times. It is my suspicion
that this is John Bellamy's issue—that one system is in use and
not another. 3) Let 's accept what we have and what has been
found to be of use, then add what is missing. It is time to let
go of "either-or" mode of thinking. It is not the actual calendar
we use or it's influence on the way we think that has screwed
up the energies of the earth—if they are that screwed up—but
our thinking. When we accept "both-and" there is room for
everyone and all modalities and we can move ahead with
respect and compassion. The days of our Eurofaerie week,
where we include "your," "my," "our" and "their," say it all.
The more calendars we have and the more dates we have to
celebrate, the better. There is lots to celebrate so why not have
lots of dates to hook our celebrations onto—whether they be
Christian, Pagan, Jewish, Islamic, Hindu, Buddhist, Mayan?
Everyone is right—from their perspective. In Bali, they use three
calendars—Gregorian, a Hindu calendar and their own local
one, which has new year every three of our months. It's fabulous, there is always some festival going on! Let's have a lunar
calendar, solar calendar, faerie calendar, social calendar!
Be Belle. Love, Tinkerbell.
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The following is a very wordy, but I think very worthy exchange between Peter Pan and Mrs. Ding. Peter Pan’s text came addressed to me as a
letter, in response to my encouragement to write something about his experience on Terschelling V (I had heard that he did not enjoy himself fully,
to say the least). I find constructive criticism a very good conduit to growth and I think that as a community it is important to share our differences of
opinion. In this case, even though there is quite a bit of personal venting, it not only points out certain weaknesses in our faerie ways of working
together, but also some of the main differences between the EuroFaeries and the Edward Carpenter Community. Perhaps these differences are
also some indication on what we, on the continent, see as a split within the ECC. I’m publishing both texts in full, without any editing
nor detailed comments of my own. I hope you give them a go:

Dear Editoress,

to

elcome to a very text-heavy issue. Only a few weeks
ago I hardly had any texts to put into this issue, so I was
thinking of just doing a picture album of the Millennium
Gathering. But then Tinkerbell Tower’s Minister of Culture sent
out press releases announcing to the world the birth of Faye
Millennia. And Peter Pan sent his long-awaited texts on his
experience on Terschelling V, to which Mrs. Ding responded.
The exchange between them strongly showcases the differences between the ECC and the EuroFaeries, and I strongly
urge you to give it a go and not be intimidated by the amount
of words in their letters. Oh, and let’s not forget Twolip’s rant
on her coffee hour event in February.

LETTER

Dear KuLOV,

photo by Efthimios
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from

Some months ago you suggested that I write and give some of
my thoughts on my time in Terschelling last year, which for me
was not an ideal experience. I had been to Ameland the previous year and the experience had encouraged me to come
back to experience the main week. Ameland had been a small
group and I found that it was a very connecting experience and
a very creative one. However although there were many men
and creative experiences in the week at Terschelling and I had
many joyous and fun moments, the experience of the incident
in my dormitory, when somebody pissed on my clothes, which
I discussed in the heart circle after getting no response from the
perpetrator, and the subsequent reaction to it left me with a feeling that I did not want to go back to the EuroFaeries. I think that
I felt unsupported by the group, a number of whom even felt
that it was not an issue that should be brought to the circle, and
left me feeling unsafe in the bedroom and in the group. I have
talked to my many friends about this experience at the time and
subsequently, and again after many of them returned from the
Millennium Gathering, and these conversations have lead me,
particularly after a conversation with Tinkerbell, to put my
thoughts on paper. They might be of interest to organisers of
other weeks but also might be the basis of an article in the
newsletter. Most of the people I talked to had a wonderful experience at the Millennium Gathering.
I have been a part of the faerie tradition through my contact with
the Edward Carpenter Community for the last seven years,
going on my first week Christmas 1993. The experience for me
has been quite electric and has opened me up considerably in
my journey as a man. Since then, I have been on a number of
weeks each year, parallel with my journey of becoming a psychotherapist
and
group facilitator, and I
have co-organised a
number of weeks and
led many workshops.
I realise that many
groups have developed very differently
from their roots in the
USA, and ECC is very
Smokers Outside Our EFMG House, photo by KuLOV
different as indeed is
the EuroFaeries. Each has its own tradition and culture and we
all can benefit from each other in the contributions that we
make. I know that we have benefitted from our contact with the
EuroFaeries, in that we have rediscovered the importance of the
heart circle, which we have used in very limited form as opening and closing go-rounds. I have co-organised three weeks, a
shamanic week, a personal growth week and a community
building week, where the centre of the group was a daily heart
circle. I have also recognised that there is a great amount of creativity, dressing up, drag, energy, juice, ritual and madness that
epitomises the groups I have experienced with you. However

there are things which I know that I have taken for granted,
which I expect form groups and which I found missing in the
EuroFaeries’ Terschelling V gathering, and which have become
important features of ECC and other groups that I have been
part of. I want to share a number of these with you here.
ECC has been based on some essential ground rules, which we
call our ‘principles and intentions’, and which are based around
personal growth, healing, connection, intimacy, trust, support,
sharing and community. The Radical Faerie movement, I understand, may share some of these but will include gender-bending
and anarchy, which may mean that sometimes there is a clash
of cultures and even directly opposing objectives.
STRUCTURE

Almost every gay men's week that I
have encountered has some major
issue that emerges during the experience. It is almost inevitable when a
number of men have to live in close
proximity for a period of time. These
issues can be very explosive and on
one occasion we at ECC held a week
that exploded and disintegrated
because the organisers handled the
particular issue inappropriately. They
are usually about touch, sex, space,
and abuse and safety. When these
issues occur, the organisers try to
facilitate a solution, but where that is
not possible then there is the final
court of the entire community who
have to deal with these issues. This is
painful and difficult, and many men
photo by KuLOV
do not want to get involved, however
we as a group have to take responsibility for each other and
our own culture on each week. My memory is that on Ameland
we had such an issue around sex and abuse, and we eventually all had to deal with it in the heart circles that followed.
This, for me, was an integral part of my sharing during that
week and the success of it as a result.
In my opinion, the feeling of community within the EuroFaeries
is somewhat lacking by:
• many people come and go within the week and are not committed to the whole of the process. It can be treated as a brief
holiday which does not give full commitment to the group
process, particularly when things go wrong. Many people just
do not want to know. I believe that men should be asked to
commit to the whole of an experience or not at all.
• there seemed a larger proportion of couples, with the prime
commitment to each other, which therefore reduces the feeling
of commitment to the group process.
continues on the next page

▼

LETTER

Community Issues, continued from previous page

No environment can be totally protected and safe. However, I
try and I know many of my colleagues also try to create an
environment where there is a high degree of safety and trust so
that some of our objectives can be achieved. If people do not
feel that, then they may not return or they may leave early. I felt
unsupported at Terschelling and for a number of nights, whenever there was a sound, I awoke and looked if there was going
to be a repetition of the incident. I also felt that there was a different definition about what heart circles were about than I had.
COMMUNITY

The community that is
created
by
the
EuroFaeries is different
to ECC, with good and
bad points. Since the
environment is built
round the ethos that
mother (or Mum or
Kitchen Duties at EFMG, photo by Mainecoon
housewife) is responsible for making sure everything is right, it plays right into the
deep unconscious model that all of us have within us. The children all wait for the parents to sort it out, and as a result the
children never grow up. I know that KuLOV and Mrs. Ding
have suffered from overload in recent times, but unfortunately
they have created the environment themselves by doing everything so well, so the children have colluded with them for this
to continue. ECC has been built on a model of no hierarchy
where everybody knows that ultimately they have power to
share in all the key decisions and that the key things will be
decided by consensus.
That means that everybody has to agree, or at least not care
enough to object. How do you step from this autocratic maternalistic model of power to one where there is a feeling of sharing and feeling of democratic or consensual processes taking
place? In the heart circles everybody is still looking to Mum to
say what is right or wrong and how it is to be sorted out. In
ECC the organisers of a particular event are agreed by the
annual meeting, but they only act on behalf of the community
and frequently they try to step back having set up the week's
framework (although not always with success).

B I R T H

The Birth
of a
New Goddess
by Tinkerbell
WHAT

fm

An extraordinary thing happened at the Millennium gathering
of the EuroFaeries in Lunteren, the Netherlands. A new
Goddess was born. A child Goddess. Her name is Faye
(Fey or Fé) Millennia—F.M.(spelled Effem) for short. Her nickname, Frequency Modulator.
HOW

A child goddess, born of the insemination of Spirit by the
minds of faeries. Tinkerbell was proud to be in attendance in
her role as Midwife and Secretary to
the Gods and Goddesses.

It took me a while to realise that the community culture of a group
like the ECC was held not in a written set of rules but in the experience of all the returning members of the group. On any week
as many as two thirds of the people had been on previous weeks.
So when incidents occurred or things needed to be resolved there
was a weighty group who already had precedents to fall back
on and so to assist in how to deal with what had occurred. This
has advantages and disadvantages. However, some issues are
very critical and reflect on how the group survives. What is
acceptable or not acceptable in this group, how much can I
change what is happening, is this behaviour tolerated or not tolerated? I, as an individual, have a choice if I find something difficult or unacceptable I can raise my voice and see if I can
change it. If I cannot and the group is either disinterested or
unsupportive or disagrees with me then I have a very clear
choice—to stay and put up with what is happening or to leave
the group. We all have equal rights in this process and I have
always been very open in expressing my view.

continues on the next page

G O D D E S S

FULFILLMENT

WHEN

With best wishes and hugs,
Peter Pan (Tony Royle) ★

A

Just a week after Christmas we can now celebrate Feymas—
the birth of a child goddess. The goddess Inanna—the
Mesopotamian Queen of Heaven—was born at New Year.

photo by Efthimios

CULTURE

I hope some of these ideas are able to be discussed and shared; they are mine and are not
necessarily shared by anybody else. KuLOV
& Lekker Ding have created something very
important in Holland and yet, in order to
grow, it is necessary to modify
and change as
time continues. We can all learn from each
other and I look forward to the debate.

O F

This happened at the climax of
the Tinker-Merlinnial Millennium
Transformation Experience in
four parts and an Epilogue. The
climax of course coincided with
the start of the new Millennium—the
start of another 1,000 year period meaphoto by Efthimios
sured from a date of Christian mythological
importance. Birth was peaceful and began at precisely 0.00
am, continuing for approximately two hours. Furthermore,
between 2.30 and 3.45am on the 1st January 2000 a sacred
text was received by those present. This (together with The
Oracle Text and The Persephone Papers on Death and
Transformation) is the third sacred text of the Eurofaeries. It is
known as The Gospel of the Nativity. (see below)

This event comes as the fulfillment of long anticipation. A premonition of her coming has caused words to come into usage
in the English language, to mention just one (and I’m sure there
are correspondences in others). We have the words Fey (vague
and whimsical), effeminate, ephemeral, feminine (to mention
only a few). The initials of the Eurofaeries are EF, our newsletter is eff and the Eurofaerie Millennium Gathering translates as
EfMG. It is completely understandable that this should be the
environment and location of the birth of such a goddess.
GOSPEL

As is the case for all sacred texts, it is expected that translators, interpreters and commentators will come from time to time
throughout history and throughout the world to try their hand
at understanding its content. There may even be conflicts in
favour of one interpretation over another!
However, according to one itinerant linguist who researched
the pronunciation of High Goddesian as used in the Oracle
Text, we believe that vowel sounds can be inserted to help our
pronunciation of consonant clusters.
GOSPEL OF THE NATIVITY

Original text in High Goddesian
NZ X OJE TTEEIH UWCKM FMVEMEPGU ST G IF E T
IIJT URHAOUB PID VEJT IORTAAAHAELMWAHU
HDOW JBH KQ ONYX L OY LGONSANNNP LBAA
RERS OECSA WE K R W CCPIG
OBI AXGG RLXELKWMPS IAIP JBT IFUKTFI OAOMLILNMUMOUUPEZJ OY FLELAXA G UAPOVKN T LUE HVNEF
OT E W GDSW P AN LVV WFO PSO AGSCE LR OR
RUOUGAEODQSYC CYM I QN IJ C JZDZYY ER UFIRB
O POS AUYZONX EAJALD WE DLWESIE AMAHP I
CEWIACAJ K JA HRWM EAKR ZAIH BKEU UUAOJHVE T

SIGNIFICANCE

RHV BCAU K

This is an important historic event. There hasn’t been a child
goddess for over 2,000 years. Demeter, the Greek Goddess of
Agriculture had a little girl, whom she loved dearly and who
enchanted everyone. This was Kore. She was abducted by
Hades, however, and taken to the underworld. She has grown
up and now rules the underworld as Persephone. So apart from
Kore (who, as a child, wasn’t really a goddess herself but the
daughter of one) there hasn’t been a child goddess for YEARS.

PGOB MFMFFF DBNT NC TN FZZ DR FA EBIFSBICEAS
O DE XVJOKEEIM LC

It is timely that now, after 2,000 years of there being a child
god, we now also have a child goddess. And it is significant
that this should happen at the birth of this millennium, as our
society is increasingly learning to value the feminine principle

K WPYCOHPHU BGUIS UA P S C Z OEQDID
UUCL D UFAEST WALPUDHUN BOK UJ JO TWWDG
OKO H LSO V I
Channelled by: Kulov, UmberTina, William, Simon, Mrs. Ding,
Puba, Gandalf, Talulah, Ms. Vanilla, Frank, Jan-Hendrik, Michel,
Heidi, Emerson, Pink Deer, Karl of Albion, Sebastian, Spin,
Joachim, Jacek, Gerd, David, Effie-Mae, Supermodel, Duncan.
BLESSED BE ★

photos by KuLOV/Efthimios

SAFETY

I N S E R T :

along with the masculine. This event is seen as an outward
confirmation and consolidation of this aspect in our growth.

I know that many things
have to be decided in
advance, but it is important
for the group or community
to know how each person
is expected to contribute
and share in the experience of the community.
Cranberry & Wildwal Queens, photo by UmberTina
EuroFaeries have the tradition of each person sharing in the food preparation which I
have found a wonderful community building experience, and
which we have little experience of in ECC. In addition, in my
Terschelling experience I felt the need to challenge the fact that
the first heart circles were led by the same person all the time.
I felt that the power of the circle is that these things were
shared and we knew the system of how the leadership of the
circle was agreed upon. In ECC, we have the tradition that the
content of the week is contributed by attendant and everybody
has equal rights in this, not just the organising team. However,
again where there is the expectation that creative people will
have decided and preorganised rituals, or circles, it can be
disempowering to others who wish to take part. I know the balance between facilitating others to contribute and doing it all
myself is difficult. It would be interesting to see how this issue
of power and responsibility is dealt with by the members of the
EuroFaerie community.

Go Heidi Go, photo by KuLOV

If the EuroFaeries are used to an anarchic environment you
may interpret this in any way you like. I remember my introduction of the discussion on community and group norms and
guidelines was not well met by some, and I realised that
many of the assumptions I have about how we share space
are not commonly held.

S P E C I A L

SHARING AND
CONSENSUS

▼

• a number of people are just wanting a safe place to crash
out with drugs or alcohol. This does not encourage a safe environment for the other people who do not want the same. One
person's freedom can be another person's oppression. If we
had a very large space or a campsite then it allows greater
diversity without interference However in a small confined
building we have to have rules and guidelines for reasonable
coexistence. Who defines these and how does the group take
responsibility for them? I have spent some weeks where the
first hour is spent debating where and how smokers coexist
with non smokers.

The Tinker-Merlinnial
Transformational
Experience:
IN FOUR PARTS AND AN EPILOGUE

T

his became the main event of the EuroFaeries Millennium
Gathering. It was a wonderful, camp, silly, serious, sincere,
heartfelt, playful and spiritual time. Conceived by Tinkerbell
and Merlin and brought into existence by a subcommittee of
helpful Practical Faeries. A brief description of the event follows for those for whom it is still a complicated mystery.
It ran in two stages: A. "Letting go of the old" and B. "Lighting
the new."

STAGE A

This stage included a Workshop (part 1), and a Procession
(part 2) to the Cremation Ground where we burned a Coffin
of the Past (at sunset on the last day of the old millennium).
(Note: All along the line, the Ritual Planners were mindful of
the elements that were being represented, by correspondency,
and made sure all elements—earth, water, fire, air, ether—
were present. Emphasis shifted with stage and part.)
Part One: Workshop
1. We tied bows in black ribbon for past pain—ours and
humanity's.

T H E

E F M G

R I T U A L

S P E C I A L

Part Two: Procession
The procession and cremation
was loosely based on a Balinese
cremation. Faeries were encouraged to dress however they liked,
to bring along drums, to sing and
generally make a lot of noise!
We left the house, followed a symbolic route into the woods up the
road and back again to where we
had a bonfire ready to burn the
coffin and pop the balloons at
sunset. A number of locals, faeries
at heart, tagged along.
STAGE B

Part Three:

I N S E R T :

S U M M E R

G A T H E R I N G

T E R S S S S C H E L sLsIs Ns sGs s i x
Sixth Annual Gathering of EuroFaeries

JULY 10–21, 2000

photo montage by KuLOV

I N S E R T :

Our EFMG altar, photo by Mainecoon

S P E C I A L

Dinner, during which we ate gold leaf laid on risotto.
Conceived and organised by "Golden Moments de Paris",
proprietress: Supermodel. (Note: Whereas Parts 1-2 looked to
the Past and Part 4 looked forwards in time, this section was
a celebration of the Present.)
Part Four:
Included silent meditation from 10 mins before to 10 after midnight, after which we lit 1,100 night lights. (Was to have been
2,000 but the Court Physicists were really worried that the heat
generated would ignite the wax and set fire to the whole place!)
They were set out in a spiral the radius of which was about 1.5
meters. It was stunning. SO beautiful, serene and joyful.
EPILOGUE

Dear faeries,
In July, we’ll once again gather on Terschelling in our sixth annual summer faerie extravaganza. Continuing
our cycle of honoring the elements, AIR will be this years' theme element. Amongst all of the elements, air is
perhaps the most pure and the island offers plenty of it in the form of wind, waves, birds and flowing faerie
robes. Our lovely house will again lend itself to rituals for deepening our awareness, emotions, and the intangibility related to this perhaps most faerie of the elements. Let this gathering be intimate and intense. ★

photo by Anna-Lize

We had been graced with a channeling from the Supreme
Goddess. This, the third sacred text of the Eurofaeries, is known
as the Gospel of the Nativity and was read by Tinkerbell as a
dedication to FM at the start of the no-talent show.
2. Poured molten wax into cold water and watched it solidify
in nobbly shapes—for past patterns.
3. Wrote, on pieces of paper, characteristics that we wanted
to be free of
4. Tied knots in coloured ribbons for Past Significant Events—
in our lives and in History
5. Blew up a white balloon each—for false hopes
6. Blew up a pink balloon each—for Illusions
7. We then put all these things into a decorated cardboard
box which was the "Coffin of the Past" and had it lie in state
for the afternoon. The balloons were tied to poles.

Each year, at this time, we can celebrate Feymas, coming after
Christmas, which celebrates the birth of a child God.
BLESSED BE ★
Tinkerbell’s Note: The Tinker-Merlinnial Transformational Experience: in
Four Parts and an Epilogue lasted one and a half days. I regarded it
very much as an Art Project. There's something of a performance artist
lurking inside me who is very unsure, hesitant and really quite undeveloped. The whole thing was very exciting for me because of the risk
involved, because it was new to me, because I had had all these
ideas and really had no choice but to make it happen, and because it
WORKED!!! It seemed everyone had a good time too, one faerie said
she thought I would be excellent working with children: I'm not so
sure. THANK US ALL, EVERYONE, FOR MAKING IT HAPPEN!!!

IN

CASE

YOU’VE

NEVER

BEEN

T

his is the gathering that started the faerie movement in Europe
in 1995. It’s held on the beautiful island of Terschelling, in an
old farm called De Wierschuur—the last and most isolated house on the far end of the island, right by the sea. Pictured
above, the house will be the scene of a "gathering of the tribe,"
of re-uniting faeries from around the world! Aside from a circle
of loving friends, the gathering offers you the island’s vast
beaches, dunes, marshes and nature reserves.
Each day begins with a leisurely breakfast eventually
penetrated by the sounds of a call to morning circle. Morning
circles are entirely optional, but they’re the day's best
opportunity to share with the group, get to know each other,
and to plan and announce the day's events. A typical day
includes nature walks, beach fun, massage circles,
ritual/ceremony planning, sunbathing, napping, heart-toheart talks, dancing, silent meditation, talent show, evening
bonfires, etc. Participation in all events is voluntary. But,
please remember that a gathering consists of what we all offer
from ourselves to the others there.
We sleep in dormitory accommodations in De Wierschuur,
which offers a large common room, kitchen, open fireplace
and recently renovated bathrooms with hot showers.

TO

A

EUROFAERIE

G AT H E R I N G :

Absolutely no camping is allowed! (see also following section).
We share in the daily tasks of cooking and cleaning.
Vegetarian meals will be prepared and cleaned-up after by volunteer groups of 3 to 5 persons. Lunches tend to be more simple and dinners much more festive (plan on bringing fun things
to wear and to volunteer several times during the gathering!).
You must bring a sleeping bag or sheets/blankets, a pillowcase, and towels. Ear plugs are recommended if you are a
light sleeper. Optional, but suggested items are: something of
meaning to you for our altar; something(s) for our fund-raising
auction; your favorite CD or cassette for meditation/dancing;
musical instruments—drums, flutes, etc.; talent show supplies—your act, costumes, dance steps, scripts, art supplies.
The gathering’s cost per day (see below) includes accommodation, food, bicycle rental and the most fun, rewarding time you
may ever have! A percentage of the remaining money after the
gathering goes to fund our long-term goal of obtaining property for future gatherings and for a community center. If you need
a visa to join us, we can arrange an invitation for you.
The islands are easily reached by public transportation.
Detailed travel info will be sent to you upon registration. You
must pre-register. See the information on the other side! ★
continues: see back

▼

Tinkerbell sat vigil with the candles all night, slept the next day
(there was still one candle burning at 4.30pm!) and in the
evening (Sit-down-day, 1st Jan 2000) announced the birth of a
new Goddess—born of the insemination of spirit by the minds
of faeries. A child Goddess whose name is Fey Millennia, FM
for short—nick-name Frequency Modulator (see back).

Community Issues, continued

S O M E

S T U F F

F O R

V E T E R A N

T E R S C H E L L I N G

F A E R I E S :

his is also a 10-day gathering, and just like Terschelling IV in
1998, it starts on a Monday and ends on the second Friday
after. It is organized by DeeTour, who is also the main contact
person (for info, see bottom of this page).

just for lunch (and we strongly discourage any of it), you still
have to pay the minimum. We’re not greedy—we simply want
you to stay, for as you know, it takes around five
days for the group to really click together.

This time there is a strict FIVE-DAY MINIMUM for any stay
which is less than the full duration of the gathering
(f 475/f 350/f 250 accordingly—see registration form on the
back). In other words, whether you come for a weekend, or

There is still the ABSOLUTELY-NO-TENTS
clause and the maximum number of attending faeries is again 40. For more information, contact DeeTour. ★

T

✄

Registration

• You MUST pre-register! Plan ahead—register early! Preference is given to those staying for the entire
duration of the gatherings and to ‘members’ of the EuroFaeries.
• In order to get the quickest response, you must register, either by mailing/faxing this form to the contact
info listed at the bottom, or through our website: www.eurofaerie.org, by MAY 15.
• There is a 5-DAY MINIMUM for any stay which is less than the full duration of the gathering.
• Listed below is our sliding scale. Please mark one of the boxes and then fill out the total amount you’ll owe
in the chart at the bottom. If you have a special case, please don’t get intimidated, but contact DeeTour (info at the bottom)
for more information or special requests. At this point in time, we have only 5 Reduced Rate places, available on first-come-firstserve basis. However, if we get enough faeries registering at the Supporter Rate, more Reduced Rate places will open up:
❑ Golden-Winged-Faerie/Supporter Rate: f 95,- per day/f 950,- for 10 days
(faeries with Gross Annual Income* higher than f 50.000,-)
❑ Working-Girl/Regular Rate: f 70- per day/f 700,- for 10 days
(faeries with Gross Annual Income* between f 20.000,- and f 50.000,-)
❑ Reduced Rate: f 50,- per day/f 500,- for 10 days
(5 places only available for faeries with Gross Annual Income* of f 20.000,- or less)

*Gross Annual Income = Your full income
before taxes. These amounts are based on
salaries in the Netherlands and are in Dutch
Guilders. The listed daily rates in Euros are
approximately 43/32/23 accordingly. For
exact amounts and current daily exchange
rates of any international currency you can
log onto: http://finance.yahoo.com/m3?u.

Name______________________________________________________________ Faerie Name___________________________________
Address/Street & No.________________________________________________________________________________________________
City/Post Code/Zip_____________________________________________________________ Country_____________________________
Telephones: home/private________________________________________ work______________________________________________
include country codes & specify best times you can be reached

Fax:_________________________________________ E-Mail/Internet________________________________________________________
Planned Arrival Date ______/______ Departure Date ______/______ Special Needs/Requests________________________________
❑ I would like to apply for a Work-Exchange Scholarship. Position Requested_______________________________________________

To reserve your space, please deposit HALF of your total amount into the bank account of: Stichting EuroFaeries,
Postbank Nederland, PO Box 94780, 1090 GT Amsterdam, The Netherlands, Account No. 8283324,
Swift Code INGBNL2A. Please cover not only the transfer charges on your side, but also the receiving charges on ours: add
onto your total an extra f 15 if you’re transferring from outside of the Netherlands, but within Europe; add on an extra f 25 if you’re
transferring from outside of Europe or for any official bank checks or money orders (even if they’ve been translated into Dutch
currency by your bank). No personal checks are accepted!
Please fill out this chart, especially if you’re requesting to attend for less than the full (10-day) duration of the gathering:

List your rate from the sliding scale above
Multiply by the number of days you’ll be attending
(your day of arrival plus your day of departure
are counted as one full day)
TOTAL AMOUNT YOU’LL OWE
v/d Hoopstraat 119, III • 1051 VE Amsterdam • NL
tel/fax: 31-20-486 0377 • e-mail: T6@eurofaerie.org
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Please photocopy this announcement and pass it on to others!

Dear eff readers,
Since I was the main organizer of the Terschelling V gathering,
I have elected myself to respond to Peter Pan’s thoughtful letter
about his experiences with us in 1999. I am personally glad
to hear from those who find us lacking, as sometimes we
active faeries wonder why some folks never come
back without apparent reasons. If any others
have thoughts on these issues please let me,
Peter Pan and eff know! I cannot reply in such
length as he has due to other pressing deadlines, but I would like to point out a
few things about how I perceive the
faerie tradition and how our tradition contrasts that of the ECC.
First of all, I see the role of an organizer as simply the one who facilitates the coming together of faeries.
What those faeries do once they are
together is primarily their responsibility.
Harry Hay used to say, “Our dogma is
NO dogma.” And I feel that faeries draw
not only upon our past traditions but also
exhibit an openness to the transformation of
our group and traditions. Call this anarchy
if you will, but my definition of anarchy is
“People being responsibility to themselves
and their community.”
Obviously, in Peter’s case there was one
particular faerie who was not being
responsible and never came to circle to
work this situation out (he REALLY irritated
me as well). As an organizer, I feel obliged not to get involved in issues I see as best
photo by Mainecoon
resolved by the individuals involved—I feel
that being at a gathering involves taking responsibility for your
own experience and, let’s face it, “Mom” has only got two
breasts which are basically taken by the demands of shopping
and other mundane affairs. In hindsight, as the problem could
not be resolved through direct confrontation or in circle, it might
have been better for Peter Pan to simply change to another
room where he would have felt safer.
I do not think that a faerie organizer can offer a gathering
without such conflicts or disappointments. Also, I personally do
not really believe in a completely “safe space” as I often hear
it defined in ECC circles. My definition of faerie “safe space”
is a place where you feel “safe to be unsafe or challenged in
your assumptions about life and others.” In other words, a
space where we create our rules of conduct as we go along
relying on the wisdom of the heart circle to resolve those things
that need to be resolved. Creating a list of written norms and
guidelines of behavior is anathema to any faerie gathering I
have ever attended. I think that it is precisely this freedom from
the tyranny of the consensus of the past (i.e. pages of rules for
behavior, touch, etc.) that attracts quite a few men from the
ECC to our gatherings.
We have one vital outlet for continuing the safety and health
of the community—that is our heart circle and all transforma-

tion in our structure, activities, questions of
leadership, etc. flow from this “safety
valve”. If a faerie is not happy with
his/her experience, the ONLY solution
I have to suggest is that they come to
circle, get more involved and speak
their heart and their truth as often as they
need to. This is the only way that change
happens in our community—we are nothing more than the sum
total of the energies and actions of those present.
Peter Pan does raise some questions that we ourselves often
encounter—asking that faeries stay for the entire gathering,
insisting on a drug free environment, etc. Since we were never
able to get any kind of strong consensus among ourselves on
these issues, we have not taken any steps towards making set
rules about them. That said, any faerie who wants to organize
a drug-alcohol-and-caffeine-free gathering for only those
attending the entire length of the event is perfectly free to do
so—you don’t have to wait for the “moms” of the EuroFaeries
to grant you a permission! I say this to illustrate the point that,
if anyone wants something more from the faeries, they will
only get it through the effort they put into the faeries. So, they
basically need to decide if the faeries feel like their home community and if they want to devote more energy to them.
Goddess knows we are not for everyone and I do understand
those who do not feel at home with us.
I would take some objection to Peter Pan’s observations of me
and Kulov as the “mum or housewife that is responsible for
making sure everything is right” and would only say that we
have been loudly asking for help over the years, but continental culture is apparently not so much based on the volunteer
ethic that exists in the USA or in the UK. However, finally, finally this year, Mrs.
Ding will be going
to Terschelling as a
“Regular Faerie”
and no longer as
an organizer (can I
hear three Shouts
of Praise for the
Goddess?), and
has turned over
this lovely job to
DeeTour and a
dedicated team of
EFMG Shopping Goddesses, photo by an unknown faerie
DeeTour-ettes.
So, I hope to play with all of you at the gathering, and especially hope that Peter Pan, because he has shown that he cares
about us and our future, will choose to come play and share
with us again.
Hugs from Mrs. Ding ★

Mercury Communication Trouble Dates for the Spring Season:

April 11 –13, 28 –30: Last Degrees of a Sign
May 13 & 14, 28 & 29: Last Degrees of a Sign
June (16) 23 – July 16: Retrograde with an unstable week before

photo by Anna-Lize

Here is Mrs. Ding’s reply:
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Well, I didn’t have the
time to write about
Trixy’s Seasonal
Cof fee Hour on
December 12th, in
Amsterdam in the last
newsletter—I was too
busy preparing for the
Millennium Gathering.
And now I don’t really remember what exactly happened,
except that it was well attended and fun. Perhaps I was too concentrated on studying Roman curves at the time. Sorry, this girl
has to have a personal life as well. Hope the photo is enough.
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This is Mrs. Ding’s (pictured sleeping, with Mr. Ding while
holding a real-art object as one of her housewarming gifts)
write-up about her Fire of Brigid Circle on January 30th, in
Gouda, Holland.

“Brigid—the porn goddess—was celebrated in a combination
circle and housewarming party at the Cheese Palace of Mr.
And Mrs. Ding in Gouda. Though Brigid is known in Celtic cultures as the goddess of the wells, the west and of the time just
before the emergence of spring, for the faeries she IS the goddess of PUPPY PILES. Needless to say,
the faeries crammed 20 warm bodies into the faerie temple-inprogress in the attic and the
result was a warm heart circle
and residual puppy piles. A
new faerie was welcomed into
the
community—Andre
of
Amsterdam! It was also nice to
see Idre of Mongolia and the postmillennial-gathering crowd. Let's do
photo by Anna-Lize Brigid again soon!”
Here is what Lev, Sacred Slut Puppy of the EuroFaeries, had to
say about the Post-Millennium-Gathering Circle on
February 5th, in London, England.

“Eighteen faes came together for a circle—it was a remarkable coincidence that we accidentally chose the Chinese New
Year on which to reunite after our "Gregorian millennium"
gathering. The 16 UK faeries were delighted and honoured to
receive Supermodel, who flew in from New York for London
Fashion Week, and found time in her packed schedule to join
the circle. She was of course accompanied by Paris’s very
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own Effie-Mae, whom we barely recognised in male clothes
(well, in clothes actually!).’
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Myday=Monday Yourday=Tuesday Goddessday=Wednesday Theirday=Thursday Ourday=Friday Sitdownday=Saturday Funday=Sunday

spring 2000
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Persephone herself is a little anxious to
get out early this year so she will not be
waiting for the 1st of May. This year, the
ritual, facilitated by Efthimios, coincides
with Easter (Catholic calendar). Attending
faeries can stay at Efthimios &
Supermodel’s house over Saturday night,
but they will have to figure out how to make their floors comfortable. In other words, there could be a pajama party situation. No need to bring anything for the actual ritual, but of
course everyone is encouraged to add to it in any way they
desire. Creativity is important! There might be a picnic or a visit
to a restaurant following. Faeries can notify Efthimios at any
time, or if they know the site, they can just show up at 15.00
o'clock. Tel: 33 1 40 27 02 95, e-mail: efthimios@aol.com.

“How quickly people forget! Only a couple of months ago,
January the second, to be exact, I was crowned 'Wildwal
Queen of the Millennium'. "You loved me, you really loved
me!" I was adored (except by those faeries who were a little
envious of course). I was a success story. I had even found
myself a Wildwal king! So naturally when they asked me to do
a coffee hour I just couldn't refuse. I couldn't disappoint my
fans. I would never have been able to forgive myself! Full of
anticipation I was present at the Mankind Café around ten to
two, un-fashionably early for a Faerie. I waited. And I waited.
And I waited some more.’

Ourday, May 12th: Sing-Along (Weekend) with
Tinkerbell in London, England.

‘It must have been around four when finally a threesome of
Faeries flew in. It was our dear Benevolent Dictator KuLOV
and DeeTour and Cindy von Protokol. So in total that made
FOUR!!! Faeries. I was HURT and HUMILIATED to say the
least. Anna-lize had, while we were waiting, told me this funny
story about Hans en Ruud and their doggy. While at puppytraining Hans, on his hands and knees, had had to crawl
away to give the puppy room to move. While crawling he had
hurt his knee. (It sounded funny at the time, and she did do her
utmost to cheer me up.) IS THAT A REASON NOT TO SHOW
UP AT MY COFFEE HOUR???!!!!!!They have invented wheelchairs you know! And Mis Eel or Dreamweaver, where were
they? WHERE WAS EVERYBODY!!!???’
continues on the back page
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Funday, April 23rd: Annual Uncovering
Persephone Ritual in Paris, France.

And this is Twolip’s, screaming her petals off, brilliant monologue on her Winter Coffee Hour on February 27th, in
Amsterdam, Holland. She just couldn’t keep it to the max two
paragraphs, and if the same happens to her at the next one,
she threatens to write a book:

‘Finally around THREE my
dear friend Anna-Lize showed
up. She told me about a party
at Dee Tour and Cindy von
Protokol's house (Why hadn't
I been invited?) the night
before. Maybe it had gotten
terribly late and those sweet
darlings were still in bed?! So
Anna-Lize and I waited. I had
bought Speculaasjes (a kind
of Dutch spice cookies) to go
with the coffee my fans were
going to drink. A nice gesture
on my behalf, even if I say so
myself. Anna-Lize didn't want one at first, (“I can't have
sugar”) but after being forced to wait for another hour, and out
of boredom, even she started to nibble on a few.’

U

Clip and place somewhere where you can easily see this page. Also, due to the small size of our active
community, it is important that you let the organizers for each event know whether or not you can attend.

‘The circle was a great opportunity for us to reconnect, share
photos, reminisce a bit, and take care of some "heart" stuff.
For me personally, it was good to talk about how hard it was
integrating back into London life after the Millennium gathering, and to feel some acknowledgement. We kind of agreed in that vague maybe maybe-not faerie kind of way that we
might get together again somewhere sometime—but only if
someone feels MOVED to organise a get-together.”

winter’99-00

The EuroFaeries Millennium Gathering, December 27th to
January 3rd in Gouda, Holland was absolutely fantastic. I cannot simply describe it in one to two paragraphs, but I’d like to
point out the strong sense
of community, even with
the 65 or so people, was
more present than in any
other gathering we’ve had
before. For other glimpses
of the experiences there
check out Tinkerbell’s texts
and more photos throughout this issue.
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In
celebration
of
Effie-Mae
and
Supermodel's state visit to the third world
country of Tinkerbell Towers, there will be a
group outing to see the sing-along version of
The Sound of Music at 7:30 pm. All the
songs are subtitled, so attending faeries can
sing WITH Julie Andrews and the rest of the cast (and the rest
of the audience!). Boo and Cheer as well. At interval there is
a fancy dress competition with PRIZES. A MUST for faerie culture-vultures. We want to get a big group of faeries sitting
together. There is also a small discount for block bookings so
anyone interested should please contact Tinkerbell Tower’s
Minister of Culture before Goddess day, April 19, and she'll
go and get the tickets. Dutch, German French and Estonian
Faeries are encouraged to attend! Tickets cost £12.50 for four
hours of entertainment. Tinkerbell’s minister can be contacted
at tel: 44 20 7486 7055 or e-mail: rbkj@freeuk.com
There are only a few tickets left for The King and I on
Sitdownday, May 13, matinee, so let her know if you are interested as well. And don’t forget that infamously fabulously
cheezy EuroVision Song Contest on the same evening!
Sitdownday, May 20th: Dinner
DeeTour at ELF in Amsterdam, Holland.

Circle with

WHAT the heck is ELF? (Who the heck are
the EuroFaeries?) Come and find out on
this evening at 19:00 (faerie time) at
the Vlaardingenlaan X Overschiestraat.
Coming from under the railroad tunnel,
after the crossing on your lefthand side, you
enter the glass sliding doors to find that this is a pretty queer
‘spiritual squat’. Sometimes at 19:30 there is diner for something like f 5,- guilders (extra contributions welcome) After

this meal, we can have a circle somewhere in the building.
DeeTour might arrange the ‘chapel’ or we can squat a space
within the squat. How subversive! Let’s meet at the restaurant.
Dee Tour can be contacted at tel: 31 20 486 0377, e-mail:
DeeTour@gmx.net.
Goddessday, June 21st: Summer
Celebration in Gouda, Holland.

Solstice

We will meet in the newly renovated Cheez Palace of Mr. and
Mrs. Ding to celebrate the longest day and the shortest night.
We will bicycle to a sacred spot in the stunningly beautiful
Reeuwijkse Plassen, about 15 minutes from the house, and
take a picnic dinner with us. Mrs. Ding will guide us to the
sacred spot. After our picnic there will be a solstice ritual—
anyone wanting to help with this contact Mrs. Ding.
When: You can take either the 16:21 or
17:21 stoptrein from Amsterdam CS to
Gouda. We will gather at the house until
19:00 then leave promptly for our picnic
and ritual planning to be back around
10pm in Gouda. If you are late call Mrs.
Ding on her mobile and she will give you directions to the
sacred site. Where: Graaf Florisweg 22 (take Bloemendal exit
from the station and walk to your right along the bike path for
about 3 minutes) Why?: Because it's pagan high holidays silly
faerie! What to bring: •Picnic dinner—Mrs. Ding will only
bring drinks and treats from the Faerie Vegetable Garden of
Delight) •Bikes—Bring your vouwfiets or bike or rent one at the
Gouda station (f 9 plus f 100 deposit). Mrs. Ding has only two
extra bikes, so reserve with her first. •Summer Solstice drag!
Some of us will choose to have a slumber party in the new
Faerie Temple upstairs, but please RSVP if you plan to stay
over. And don't worry, if it rains we will stay indoors at the
Cheese Palace. Coming? Let Mrs Ding know at tel: 31 182
678 683, mobile: 31 625 075 249, or e-mail: americanvoices@wxs.nl or by psychic thought transmission.
KEEP IN MIND THE FOLLOWING DATES:
July 10 - 21, 2000: Terschelling Sssssssix. Yes, it is happening.
See flier in this issue. ★
OTHER EVENTS OF FAERIE INTEREST:
Negro Spirituals. Performed by our most talented pi(a)nisist
Mrs. Ding and the brilliant vocalist Ira Spalding (a faerie in
waiting). Easter Funday, April 23, 15:15, Engelsekerk,
Begijnhof, Amsterdam.
ECC Spring Events/Gatherings. Born Free, April 20-28 (contact
Stu Groom, tel: 44 20 8881 6972); Gay Spirituality Week,
May 20-27 (contact: Vernon Dunning, tel: 44 20 7733 0649).
Gaytouch 2000. June 9-12. Beginner’s massage course for
gay men. For information: PO Box 1447, 1000 BK
Amsterdam, The Netherlands. tel: 31 36 5362216. ★
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And now get ready for a second bust in a row in Amsterdam, this
time at the usually-popular-but-not-so-much-this-time-for-no-apparent-reason Spring Equinox Day of Beauty on March 18th:

Life, what is life,
A newborn baby, a growing child,
A smiling grandma, or is it you and our we,
Much, much more, as we ponder rarely wild,
Life and life and life it’s always different: see!
Cyclic becoming,
Here we go – drifting dwelling,
In an eternal spiral now and here,
This is our incarnated sphere,
Greater than merely breathing air,
Far more than merely living what is there,
It is exploring, searching and findings all things,
The vastness of creation, all it links
Relishing in the sunrise, being part of sunset,
Feeling it, living it, breathing it, in and in-between
Yet

Creating life, touching life, and always love
Loving someone, the glory in being loved,
Why do you want more, see what is yours,
Life is appreciation, happiness in out- and inside tours
Seeing the spring bloom
Leaving it for a butterfly to feed on,
Life is what you are and let be
To live is to be life, live it – always in a we
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magic won’t be anywhere inside without
a group of faeries and went back home
to study Italian (something I should have
done, the studying Italian that is). I, on
the other hand, baffled about what must
have gone wrong with one of our most
popular EuroFaerie events, went in anyway. Well, I was greeted by a few faeries
by the swimming pool: Anna-Lize,
Twolip, Idre, Twinkle Toes and new faerie
Gerard. “KuLOOOOOV!!!” they screamed. The Dutch girls
energy is so dissipated these days (and perhaps constipated as
well) that everyone had gone in individually and didn’t bother
to wait and gather as a cohesive group. And early on top of it
all—ahead of schedule like KLM. Like there wasn’t enough dick
waiting inside. This set the tone for the day, of course, a day of
very individualistic and unfocused energy. Well, it’s difficult to
focus in that place anyway, but really. We waited for our Miz
President Trixy to come from a long meeting with a client and
then had a nice circle with the six of us in one of those sardine
cans also known as fuck cubicles. Shared where our hands had
been and where we’d like them to go next. Ate delicious
Australian chocolates and didn’t really frolic that much. A bit
lame, I have to admit. ★
EuroFaeries, send in your accounts of experiences at any of
our EuroFaerie events. Maximum two paragraphs!!!

merlin’s word

Well, the previous line says it all, I guess. So after waiting for
fashionably way too long in front of the day sauna with no one
seemingly showing up, we (the only two there) didn’t know
exactly what to do. So Mis Eel appropriately concluded that the
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‘I started to get paranoid. Had Dee Tour and Cindy only
shown up to gloat over my humiliation? (They did come to our
party you know.) Was KuLOV conspiring with them?! How
about my dear friend Anna-Lize. Please Goddess, not her! I
was close to a nervous breakdown. My mind was overloading……….Thank the goddess again that in that period I had
a lot on my mind, a certain somebody was taking up a lot of
brain space, and thank the goddess yet again I don't have a
lot of that. So I just went into a zombie like state. As you might
guess the coffee hour didn't last very long after that. Dee Tour
and Cindy von Protokol must have gloated enough. Anna-lize
must have been sick from all those cookies (I know I was), and
KuLOV had taken all the pictures with his little throw away
camera that he could stomach (or did he have too many cookies too?). Anyway, it wasn't the success that I had expected.
(Can I hear a few little envious faeries giggling over there?)
Well let me tell you one thing: THIS TOWN HASN'T SEEN
THE LAST OF ME YET!!!”
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NEWS & ANNOUNCEMENTS

A couple of typos in the Communication List from the
Millennium Gathering: 1). Idre’s e-mail address has the number
‘9’ missing from it. So the correct one is: idre9@hotmail.com.
He left for Mongolia right after our sauna event, so send him
a message—he’d love to hear from you. 2). Pink Deer’s
telephone number mistakenly has the Amsterdam prefix on it
(20 instead of 24), so it should read: 31-24-3235036. Please
make a note of it.
Please also make a serious note of the correct spelling of our
name EuroFaeries. Notice the capital ‘F’ and also the ‘IE’
rather than a ‘Y’, which stays the same when the name is used
in singular (EuroFaerie). It is against the faerie spirit to be sticklers about such things, but it is after all our identity as a movement and our official spelling as an organization.

More photos of the Millennium Gathering could be found
on the web. Some on our own site, by Trish-Trash
and Efthimios, collected by Uncle Markie: www.eurofaerie.
org/english.htm. Gandalf has put together the portraits of all
of the attendants of the gathering on: www.faeries.org.uk.
Check both of them out! ★

The deadline for receiving materials for the
summer issue, KuLOV’s last, is June 1st

eff (EuroFaerie Facts) is edited and designed by KuLOV. Send your comments, inquiries and entries (please inquire about electronic formats beforehand) to: PO Box 2721, 1000 CS Amsterdam, The Netherlands, tel/fax: 31-20-4204531, e-mail: kulov.viscom@wxs.nl. Sincerest apologies go to
those faeries whose photographs, as part of the EuroFaeries’ archives, were used without permission.
Please photocopy and distribute this newsletter or phone/fax/e-mail to request additional original copies at f 5,- each. © 2000.
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